L1,L2 maps of distortion-product otoacoustic emissions from a moth ear with only two auditory receptor neurons.
The tympanal organ of the moth Empyreuma affinis emits physiologically vulnerable distortion-product otoacoustic emissions. To assess the nature of underlying mechanical nonlinearities, we measured L1,L2 maps by varying both stimulus levels. Two types of maps were found: (1) Maps containing dominant islands centered at the L1=L2 diagonal as it is typical for saturating nonlinearities that can be described by Boltzmann functions. In contrast to maps published for mammals and frogs, the shape of such islands includes sharp ridges at L1 or L2 levels close to 70 dB sound pressure level. This could be produced by a strongly asymmetric operating point of the respective transfer functions, consistent with the fact that the auditory sensory cells are not hair cells but primary mechanoreceptors with a single cilium. The saturating map components could be selectively reduced by acoustic suppression. (2) Maps where separated islands were less conspicuous but in which the dominant feature consisted of contour lines which were orthogonal to the L1=2L2 diagonal and could be generated by an expansive nonlinearity. Maps showing strong islands were found for f2 frequencies between 26.7 and 45 kHz, maps without strong islands for f2 between 42 and 57.5 kHz. This suggests a frequency-dependent change regarding the involved mechanical nonlinearities.